a Three dimensional printing technologies represent a revolution in the manufacturing sector because of their unique capabilities for increasing shape complexity while reducing waste material, capital cost and design for manufacturing. However, the application of 3D printing technologies for the fabrication of functional components or devices is still an almost unexplored field due to their elevated complexity from the materials and functional points of view. This paper focuses on reviewing previous studies devoted to developing 3D printing technologies for the fabrication of functional parts and devices for energy and environmental applications. The use of 3D printing technologies in these sectors is of special interest since the related devices usually involve expensive advanced materials such as ceramics or composites, which present strong limitations in shape and functionality when processed with classical manufacturing methods. Recent advances regarding the implementation of 3D printing for energy and environmental applications will bring competitive advantages in terms of performance, product flexibility and cost, which will drive a revolution in this sector.
Introduction
Additive manufacturing (AM) is the process of making a three dimensional solid object by adding layer-upon-layer of material starting from a digital computer model designed using modeling software, often called CAD (Computer-Aided Design). AM, popularly called 3D printing, 1 is achieved using an additive process, where successive layers of material are laid down in different shapes. This makes it quite different from traditional machining techniques, which mostly rely on the removal of materials by methods such as cutting or drilling (subtractive processes).
Objects that are manufactured additively can be used anywhere throughout the product life cycle, from pre-production (i.e., rapid prototyping) to full-scale production (i.e., rapid manufacturing), in addition to tooling applications and post-production customization. Today this technology is already extensively used in the jewelry, footwear, industrial design, architecture, engineering, automotive, aerospace, dental and medical industries 2 but, more interestingly, a market between $230 billion and $550 billion is expected by 2025.
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The renewable energy sector is one of the fastest growing sectors in the world due to the devastating effects of global warming, mainly caused by the massive use of fossil fuels.
The development of some of these sustainable technologies is closely related to the implementation of a hydrogen economy. Hydrogen can be produced from renewable energies by photocatalytic water splitting 4 or through thermolysis using concentrating solar power 5 and stored in several types of materials, or even in the current natural gas network, to be used afterwards for providing power through Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFCs). 6 Most of the components used in the aforementioned applications are based on ceramics, composites or cermets with exceptional properties that strongly depend on special compositions and microstructures. The design of these microstructures can critically affect key parameters such as performance, mechanical stability, optimisation of gas flow-paths to/from the reaction sites, thermal instability and, depending on the materials, resiliency to redox cycling. Furthermore, in most of the cases, any engineered microstructure must be stable at high temperatures, e.g. metal oxides (Zn and Fe) 7 reach temperatures in excess of 1500 1C
in typical thermo-cycles of concentrating solar power and Yttria-Stabilized Zirconia (YSZ)-based components need to be sintered at 1400 1C to produce gas-tight materials for SOFC applications. In this sense, the unique capabilities of 3D printing for implementing hierarchical, material and functional complexity can be an ideal approach to precisely engineer ceramics/composites/ cermet microstructures required for these highly demanding applications. 2, 8, 9 Moreover, using 3D printing technologies significantly reduces the production costs by preventing the loss of valuable advanced materials while simplifying the design for manufacturing and reducing the number of fabrication steps (shaping, thermal treatments and assembly). Although intensive research on additive manufacturing has been carried out during the last three decades, 10, 11 shaping process technologies for functional materials, in particular ceramics and composites, are still important challenges due to the fact that additive manufacturing techniques have been mainly developed and commercialized for polymeric and metallic structural parts. 9, 12 To date, there are only a few systems and materials available for the production of functional-quality components hindering the introduction of this free-forming technique in the device industry. Fig. 1 shows a list of commercially available AM techniques applicable to functional materials. While many technologies are possible for 3D printing, the most common one is called Extrusion Free Forming (EFF) or Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM), Fig. 2 (a), developed and patented by S. Scott Crump in 1989. It creates complex objects from molten plastic extruded through a nozzle. The plastic filament (or even a metal wire) is wound on a coil and unreeled to supply material to the extrusion nozzle, while the nozzle or the object (or both) is moved along three axes by a computercontrolled mechanism. Material hardening takes place immediately after extrusion. For ceramic applications, FDM is based on the continuous deposition of extruded ceramic pastes to build up 3D structures. 11 Its low cost, high speed and large size capabilities are the main advantages of this technique although an intrinsic limited accuracy and surface finishing (due to the inertia of the extruder) and a reduced number of ceramic feedstock materials available still limit its applicability in many sectors. FDM of ceramics and composites is still the primary object of academic research although significant advances in omnidirectional printing of metals could be shortly adopted.
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A relevant AM technology is stereolithography (SLA), Fig. 2(b) , where pastes containing photosensitive resins are selectively cured layer by layer. SLA can be applied to multiple materials, including ceramics and composites. It has proved to be an excellent method for fabricating fully-dense structural ceramics with high resolution and excellent surface finish.
14 However, SLA shows a strong limitation in multi-material deposition that clearly limits its applicability in multi-component devices. Another 3D printing approach is the selective fusing of materials in a granular bed, known as selective laser sintering (SLS), Fig. 2(c) . The technique fuses parts of the layer, and then moves the working area downwards, adding another layer of granules and repeating the process until the piece has built up. This process uses the unfused media to support overhangs and thin walls in the part being produced, which reduces the need for temporary auxiliary supports for the piece. A laser is typically used to sinter the media into a solid. When applied to metals and oxides with high temperature melting points, such as refractory materials, strong limitations appear. Derived densification problems combined with crack formation related to poor thermal shock resistance of ceramics become then major challenges of the SLS method. 15 One more method is three-dimensional inkjet printing, Fig. 2(d and e) . The printer creates the model one layer at a time by spreading a layer of powder 16 (plaster, resins, etc.) and printing a binder in the cross-section of the part using an inkjet-like process. This is repeated until every layer has been printed. The 3D inkjet printing is typically divided into direct inkjet printing (DIP) and indirect inkjet printing (IIP). DIP deposits a well-dispersed ceramic suspension via inkjet. 17 This is particularly appropriate to control the composition, microstructure and properties all along the component. However, the highly diluted inks usually employed in DIP slowdown the fabrication of bulky structural parts and limit the surface finish. In the case of indirect inkjet printing, parts are manufactured by distributing a binder liquid on a powder layer. The high degree of geometric freedom and elevated fabrication speed are the main advantages of this technique while the poor surface quality and difficult densification are the major limitations. The indirect printing technique is the most widely used method for commercial applications in ceramics, 18 in particular, artificial scaffolds from biocompatible ceramic materials and casting moulds. In this review, several attempts at using 3D printing technologies in the fabrication of functional components or units for the energy sector will be presented. This work is focused on dedicated efforts to increase shape complexity (by using hierarchical geometries for maximizing exposed/active surfaces), material complexity (by increasing the portfolio of printable materials and combining them into 3D printed multi-material objects) and, more importantly, functional complexity (by implementing 3D printing technologies to generate functional parts or, eventually, devices). The paper is organized by energy topics in order to focus the attention on the solutions provided by 3D printing for each particular application, Table 1 .
Solid oxide fuel/electrolysis cells
Solid oxide fuel/electrolysis cells and stacks are geometrically complex multi-material devices based on functional ceramics. According to a recent report, 22 more than one hundred steps are required to fabricate a complete SOFC stack using traditional manufacturing processes (tape casting, punching, screen-printing, laminating, stacking or firing). This huge number of steps, some of them requiring manual input, makes the fabrication of these devices a very complex task with low reliability and complicated design for manufacturing directly associated with a long time to market. Moreover, the use of these multi-step ceramic manufacturing techniques strongly affects the reliability and durability of SOFC systems since multiple joints and seals are present in the final device. Due to these intrinsic limitations, the SOFC industry stopped pursuing highly desirable customdesigned products to promote a cost-effective concept called ''mass customization'' based on the combination of standard mass-produced core planar SOFC modules (US Department of Energy's Solid State Energy Conversion Alliance, SECA), 23, 24 which, in the end hindered commercialization in heterogeneous sectors such as the commercial segment. In this context, the implementation of innovative single step fabrication techniques such as 3D printing of ceramics would be crucial to overcome major limitations and reliability issues of conventional manufacturing of SOFCs while improving their durability and specific power per unit mass and volume. More specifically, 3D printing of SOFCs would allow simplification of the fabrication process, an increase of the SOFC design flexibility (allowing high-pressure joint-less monolithic systems with embedded fluidics and current collection), a reduction of the initial investment and fabrication cost together with a shorter time-to-market and, last but not least, a reduction of (waste) material and energy consumption.
Despite the evident interest of these additive manufacturing techniques for SOFC applications, the topic remained almost unexplored until the recent publication of a series of pioneering studies fully focused on addressing the lack of knowledge on 3D printing of functional ceramics of interest for SOFCs (see Table 2 ). They include complete details on the fabrication and electrochemical performance of the State-of-the-Art (SoA) materials for SOFC electrolytes and oxygen and fuel electrodes, 25 namely, zirconia-based . For the particular case of yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ), the electrolyte of choice for most of the currently available commercial SOFC cells, a maximum thickness of 50 mm is necessary to reach this ASR target at 800 1C. 29 Therefore, high-resolution ceramic 3D printing techniques able to fabricate dense thin layers are required for this application. Based on previous knowledge on inkjet 30 42 by depositing dense CGO layers with thickness below 10 mm using NiO-YSZ and LSM porous substrates, respectively. The successful deposition of dense electrolytes onto porous substrates opens the possibility of using this 3D printing technology for the fabrication of all-type standard planar configurations including anodes, cathodes and, especially interesting, low-cost metal-supported SOFCs. 43 Solid oxide cells not supported in the electrolyte usually suffer from deleterious long sintering times and excess sintering of the substrate, particularly for metal-supported cells, due to the high temperature required for a full densification of the SoA electrolytes. A strategy for the reduction of these elevated sintering temperatures is the substitution of inks based on stable colloidal solutions of ceramic particles by precursor-based inks. Wang et al. 44 showed that direct inkjet printing of sol-gel precursors of CGO allows producing thin, crack-free and dense layers at temperatures as low as 1000 1C (vs. typically required temperatures of 1400-1500 1C). With this approach, Wang et al. were able to deposit continuous coatings of CGO thinner than 10 mm on NiO-YSZ cermet substrates demonstrating the ability of inkjet printing for the fabrication of SOFC electrolytes by a cost-effective and less-energy intensive chemical route.
High performing porous electrodes and functional layers
The control of the microstructure of the electrodes and the quality of the interfaces between the electrodes and electrolyte is crucial for the performance of a solid oxide cell. 45 Among other parameters, the processing method should be able to control and tune the thickness, composition, porosity and homogeneity of the electrode or electrode functional layers. Unfair advantages characteristic of 3D printing technologies View Article Online such as the implementation of complexity at the materials, hierarchical and functional levels 46 perfectly match these requirements of the SOFC technology. Inkjet printing allows systematically altering a number of parameters to achieve the required control of the thickness and microstructure. There are several publications available in the literature on the fabrication of tailored SOFC electrodes, both anode and cathode, by inkjet printing. Sukeshini et al. 33, 47 were able to tailor the microstructure of SOFC cathode layers of LSM by altering the rheological property of the inks (solid loading) and the printing parameters (platen temperature or number of passes), finally obtaining similar electrochemical behavior to that for conventionally prepared cathodes. Han et al. 48 used inkjet printing machines to deposit lanthanum strontium cobalt ferrite (LSCF) cathodes observing that the pore size control of the deposited layer can be adjusted by using the grayscale, i.e. controlling the amount of ink ejection, in the printing image. Similarly, Li et al. 49 devoted a specific study to the control of porosity by the introduction of up to 10 wt% pore former in the ink formulation of a cathode composite (samaria-doped ceria and samarium strontium cobalt oxide, SDC/SSC). 
Future prospects
After confirming the feasibility of producing high performing functional layers and even complete planar SOFCs by direct printing, these novel fabrication techniques should be explored to generate advanced 3D configurations at the cell and stack level able to provide high specific power per unit mass and volume. This will probably require the fabrication of highaspect-ratio architectures difficult to achieve with the inkjet printing-based technology currently employed for SOFCs. In this direction, some interesting studies have been devoted to exploring the use of alternative 3D printing technologies for SOFC applications such as Meniscus-confined electrodeposition (MCED), 56 Fig . 4 , stereolithography 57 or extrusion, 58, 59 more suitable for fabricating large volumes. However, the difficult implementation of multi-material capabilities in SLA and the poor resolution in the microscale characteristics of the extrusion methods, will be major limitations for straightforwardly employing these techniques to fabricate complex SOFC architectures. It is clear that further work is needed to develop hybrid 3D printers able to combine unique features of different printing techniques to build up high-aspect-ratio multi-material solid oxide cells with the required high accuracy on the microscale. 
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In addition, in order to be able to print the single repeating units that form full stacks, renewed efforts should be focused on extending the list of printable materials of interest for SOFCs, at least, to (ceramic) interconnects. This will allow target architectures to be reached consisting of support-less or joint-less stack configurations only achievable by single deposition and sintering steps. 
Batteries and supercapacitors
Li-batteries are the most widely used power systems for portable applications with a global market of over $20 billion in 2015. The intensive R + D activities in the last few decades have led to highly efficient devices, in many cases close to the maximum theoretical performances dictated by material choice. Processing is also undergoing phenomenal progress in the search for highly efficient commercial devices via the use of flexible batteries, taking advantage of materials with very high surface areas. 61 
Three-dimensional materials and devices
The concept of using 3D materials for energy applications has been explored over the last 15 years. Indeed, battery performance can be greatly enhanced by reconfiguring conventional materials in 2D batteries or supercapacitors into 3D frameworks. 62 Such an approach results in the maximisation of both power and energy density while the ionic paths remain short. 63 A clear example of that concept is the development of materials exhibiting hierarchical porosity [64] [65] [66] or nanostructures. 67 There are a large number of examples in the literature reporting progress in the production of 3D materials for Li-batteries and/or ultracapacitors, [68] [69] [70] [71] including graphene printed out of specially designed inks, [72] [73] [74] [75] however this concept is still at a very early stage regarding 3D processing despite the promise of very high theoretical efficiencies. 76 Kohlmeyer et al. Nevertheless, efforts to assemble 3D batteries/capacitors are ever-growing and a clear example of that is the development of the so-called interdigitated batteries and capacitors that require the use of lithographic methods or micromachining as was the case for one of the first C-electrodes developed by Ranganathan et al. 77 Further progress has been recently reported by Liu et al.
with the fabrication of metallic scaffolds via direct melting laser sintering that may be further functionalized to serve as pseudocapacitors. 78 Using an analogous approach as is the case of 3D holographic lithography, Pikul et al. 79 ).
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The same group 83 reported the fabrication of Li-ion microbatteries which combine high energy densities (6.5 mW h cm À2 mm À1 ) and supercapacitor-like power (up to 3600 mW cm À2 mm À1 ) and retain at least 80% of the initial capacity after 100 cycles in a range of discharge rates (5C-20C). The procedure consists of the production of a thick 3D framework of SU-8 (an epoxy-based photoresist) and further infiltration with another photoresist that contains the battery materials. Recently, a fairly similar strategy has been developed by Nyström et al. 84 to produce 3D supercapacitors, though it may be extended to batteries as well. In the layer by layer assembly, the entire power system self-assembles inside aerogels with perfect control of the thickness in the range of nanometers. The resulting supercapacitors exhibited capacitances of 25 F g À1 and were stable after several hundreds of cycles. A closer example of conventional 3D-printing techniques is the fabrication of interdigitated supercapacitors made out of graphene via micro-extrusion. 85 The supercapacitors prepared 
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using an XYZ stage coupled to a syringe-pump rendered modest capacitance although they exhibit fairly high stability after several thousands of cycles. Ink-jet printing is another widely used procedure to print mostly battery/capacitor components, [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] but the assembly of the battery using 3D printing technologies is not trivial at all and indeed there are just a few reports in the literature regarding the fabrication of complete 3D-printed batteries. One of the first examples was reported by Ho et al., who were able to fabricate a Zn-Ag battery exhibiting up to 60% capacity increase compared to conventional planar designs. electrodes, stacking 8 and 16 layers, Fig. 7 , delivering up to 1.5 mA h cm À2 at a stable 1.8 V at discharge rates below 5C.
The performance is relatively low compared to the equivalent conventional batteries, probably due to long conducting paths between the electrodes, and also the packaged batteries did not exhibit long-term cyclability. Nevertheless, these results constitute a clear proof of concept that highly efficient microbatteries may be produced via 3D-printing. Although they cannot be considered as additive manufacturing strictly speaking, there are similar approaches to fabricate printable solid-state batteries by using stencil printing. Stencil printing has been used in the production of transparent flexible Li-batteries. 93 This approach initially led to fairly modest electrochemical efficiencies, e.g. current densities of 10 A cm À2 at 2 mV s À1 , which is one order of magnitude lower than in conventional Li-batteries, but already showing good capacity retention. Indeed, the refinement of the technique and the electrode material choice rendered better results. 94 Capacity retention of up to 90% after 30 cycles has been reported for flexible printed Li-batteries, with the additional advantage of almost free-form fabrication.
Future prospects
The fabrication of working devices via ink-jet constitutes a clear example of the potential use of these technologies for energy storage systems. To date, most of the work reported relates to individual components and therefore one would expect more examples of high-aspect ratio architectures in the near future.
Further progress is required in alternative 3D printing techniques such as SLA or even FDM to produce larger systems as ink-jet printed devices are somewhat restricted to microbatteries. However that would imply a great deal of effort to increase the number of printable materials as nowadays the choice is rather limited. If that is achieved, printing multimaterial devices via SLA would be a good choice, though this technology is not mature yet as mentioned above and may require novel printers. FDM could be used to fabricate prototypes. 96 Although the resolution would be clearly lower and may not be suitable for commercial devices, novel architectures could be produced as a proof of concept. The development of Li-ion polymer conductors is perhaps one of the research fields where 3D printing may play a very relevant role in the near future in the search for highly reproducible flexible batteries, particularly with the development of roll-to-roll systems described in Section 4.
Solar energy applications

Flexible solar cells and modules
3D printing has been very recently introduced in several solar applications, promising to revolutionize photovoltaic (PV) cells and solar panel manufacturing and efficiency. 3D printing will ensure lower production costs of flexible and lighter solar panels for implementation on buildings, indoor applications, wearable hi-tech clothing and portable electronics.
High-throughput large-scale roll-to-roll fabrication of PV cells on flexible substrates, such as transparent plastics and Although rigid substrates were employed by Vack and coworkers, such low temperature technologies can be easily extended to flexible substrates making 3D printing a potential lab-to-fab tool for solution-processed solar cells. 100 An alternative to flexible organic cells is based on arrays of ultra-thin semitransparent solar microcells, which can reach a similar efficiency to conventional solar panels. 101 This type of panel requires flexible interconnects, i.e. flexible front electrodes. In general, front electrodes are one of the major challenges for Si solar cells and 3D printing has been extensively used to fabricate silver based electrodes.
102-104
Ahn et al. 106 were able to fabricate flexible, stretchable, and spanning silver microelectrodes using a 3-axis micropositioning stage coupled to a micronozzle (see Fig. 9 ). Similar bridging capabilities were also shown for Sn-doped indium oxide (ITO), a typical transparent conductor, using the same 3D printing technology. 106 The striking omnidirectionality of these flexible microelectrodes opens new avenues for designing complex three-dimensional photovoltaic structures. In this regard, researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology carried out a computational study to optimize arbitrarily shaped three dimensional photovoltaic (3DPV) structures to maximize the energy production by using a genetic algorithm 108, 109 proving that properly designed solar panels could be more efficient than flat solar panels by significantly extending the amount of solar radiation absorbed by the cells without sun tracking. In detail, Bernardi et al. 109 mounted commercially available Si solar cells onto 3D-printed plastic frames with optimized geometries demonstrating energy densities per projected area (kW h m
À2
) higher than flat stationary panels by a factor between 2 and 20 and an enhancement factor in energy density of 1.5 to 4 times. Beyond 3D-printed plastic frames, these simple or even more complex and efficient origami-like 3D geometries require the use of inexpensive and customized flexible cells and stretchable interconnects, which are currently under development by the 3D printing community, as previously shown in this section. 3D printing is therefore a firm candidate to enable a revolution in the PV sector based on 3DPV.
Solar concentrators
With respect to 3D-printing fabrication of functional parts and devices for solar cell applications, the very recent demonstration of 3D-printed concentration arrays for external light trapping on thin film solar cells is of increasing interest. The external light trap mechanism relies on focusing the sunlight through a small aperture of a parabolic concentrator before reaching the PV cell, and a spacer, which redirects the photons that are reflected upwards by the solar cell back towards the solar cell. 110, 111 Due to this retro-reflection, light passes through the solar cell multiple times giving rise to a noticeable broadband absorption enhancement and higher power conversion efficiency.
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External light trapping using solar concentrators (or parabolic mirrors) leaves the solar cell properties intact as it does not internally modify the cell and therefore can benefit from the high quality of thin film solar cells. In this sense, van Dijk and co-workers 111 have recently presented an optimization analysis of external light trapping, with the fabrication of 3D-printed external light traps with square, hexagonal and circular compound parabolic concentrator arrays, Fig. 10 . They demonstrated that 3D-printed traps, made of smoothened, silver-coated thermoplastic, placed on top of an organic solar cell resulted in a significant enhancement of the external quantum efficiency (EQE), such as a 15-27% efficiency enhancement for crystalline silicon, thin film nanocrystalline silicon and organic solar cells. In detail, an improvement up to 16% of the EQE has been reported with a 3D-printed circular solar concentrator implemented on a flat organic solar cell. 
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Furthermore, concentration integrated optics developed for maximizing the conversion efficiency of PV technology as described above can be also used for attaining high power densities required for the modification of the solar spectrum to achieve a better match with the wavelength dependent conversion efficiency of the PV device, in the so-called ''Third Generation Solar Cells'', also known as up-conversion solar cells (UCSCs) or up-conversion photovoltaics (UC-PV). 113 In up-conversion (UC) luminescence processes two low energy (sub-band gap) photons are combined to one high energy photon. This conversion allows the harvested solar spectrum to be widened in existing solar cells by independent optimization of the solar cell and the spectral up-converter materials (lanthanides, actinides and transition metals). 114 In this line, Arnaoutakis and co-workers 115, 116 have successfully integrated concentrating optics into up-conversion PV devices, Fig. 11 . Such a complex device approach is very convenient for employing 3D-printing technologies since focusing optics and polymer-based coatings films have been successfully carried out in recent years by using multi-material stereo-lithography (SLA). 117 Recently, a modified UV-inkjet printing technology (Printopticalr 118 ) has been developed to fabricate high-quality plastic optics. This technology has been already applied to solar applications overcoming typical surface quality problems derived from 3D printing, in particular, Printopticalr was used by Price et al. 119 to fabricate a small-scale microcell concentration PV array. The combination of this (or a similar) technology with recent advances in the development of SLA printable spectral converting rare-earth doped organic resins 120, 121 opens the possibility of directly fabricating integrated up-conversion and focusing optics by 3D printing for a new generation of enhanced solar cells.
Future prospects
Printed electronics is currently evolving toward more complex applications including multi-layer flexible solar cells (organic/ inorganic) and complex 3D solar collectors. This low-cost and large-area 3D printing process will allow a breakthrough in PV manufacturing, probably enabling the expected revolution of threedimensional photovoltaic structures that are highly efficient even in the absence of sun tracking. Before this will take place, major advances in 3D printing of flexible (contact) materials and highquality optics are still required together with the need of developing new printable inks of active materials for growing multilayer devices. In the near future, the development of multi-material 3D printing systems able to integrate focusing optics, coatings and embedded luminescent-polymer composites for the fabrication of new generations of advanced solar cells based on up-conversion photovoltaics or even Luminescent Solar Concentrators (LSCs) will also be of particular interest. LSCs mainly consist of highly transparent plastic plates, comprising high quantum efficiency luminescent species, for absorbing incident light and re-emitting at a red-shifted wavelength directly allowing concentrated and wave-guided converted radiation. 122 These LSCs could be a cheap alternative to silicon substrates for building integration applications. Finally, it is also interesting to be aware of the development of environmentally sensitive materials able to actively transform configurations over time in response to external stimuli 123 since the use of shape-memory polymers in so-called 4D printing could be especially interesting for developing self-configurable, active and adaptable harvesting devices such as solar cells. 124 
Catalytic reactors for fuel production and CO 2 capture
Classical micro-structured catalytic reactors (MSCRs) consist of simple three-dimensional rigid structures covered by a catalyst. 
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These 3D structures are usually extruded and therefore are strongly limited in shape. However, tailoring geometrical features such as channel geometry, diameter, porosity and surface-volume ratio are crucial for (i) maximizing the mass and heat transfer which leads to more active and stable catalytic reactors and (ii) decreasing the generation of waste heat, thereby minimizing energy consumption and increasing production efficiency. Different authors have reported 3D fabrication of catalyst supports based on alumina. [125] [126] [127] Although in these cases the 3D printing techniques were employed to fabricate the structural but functional material of the reactor, they showed the suitability of AM for solving problems associated with limitations in the classical fabrication of reactors. Structured internals available by 3D printing can play a very important role and allow solutions that were previously impossible. 126 The aim is an optimal integration of mass, heat and momentum transfer within a single reactor vessel. 128 Moreover, the possibility of generating an internal structure by design rather than chance, like in packed bed, monolithic-or foam-type reactors, allows a new family of micro-structured catalytic reactors with very flexible and efficient use of catalyst in the reactor volume.
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Exploring a higher functionality of the 3D printed reactor itself, Tubío et al. 130 recently reported direct 3D printing of a heterogeneous catalytic system including Al 2 O 3 -supported copper species. The 3D printing process enabled here the direct fabrication of a woodpile porous catalyst with excellent catalytic performance for different Ullmann reactions, Fig. 12 . Complementarily, a few examples can be found in the literature where the catalyst is embedded in the printed matrix for different applications. In particular, Symes et al. 131 developed reactionware that included printed-in catalysts for, among other applications, photocatalysis. Similarly, the previously mentioned 3D-printed structures containing rare-earth (RE) doped up-conversion luminescent materials 120,121 (Section 4.2) were also proposed to be used in the design and fabrication of up-converting-coated vessels, photoreactors or light-guiding structures with potential direct implementation in photocatalysis and solar-to-fuel applications. In the same direction, Skorski et al. were able to print photocatalytic membranes based on polymer-TiO 2 nanocomposites. 132 Finally, it is worth mentioning recent efforts towards developing 3D printed reactors for CO 2 capture and removal. Thakkar et al. 133 developed 3D-printed zeolite monoliths fabricated by EFF. The high zeolite loading content (490 wt%) of the reactors (also containing small amounts of clay acting as a binder) yielded adsorption results comparable to their powder counterpart with more shape flexibility and mechanical stability. Couck et al. 134 recently developed a new method based on printing several layers of zeolite fibers on top of each other (Three Dimensional Fiber Deposition, 3DFD) for producing zeolite monoliths for CO 2 gas separation. The 3DFD printed monolithic structures showed good separation performance slightly below the pure powder. This approach can be analogously replacing in the same way for the fabrication of catalytic reactors for any other process, not only for CO 2 capture: printing of a 3D inorganic/metal supporting structure, and then covering the 3D structure with a layer of catalytic/photocatalytic material typically deposited by impregnation of an aqueous solution or, direct printing of the 3D reactor with an appropriate catalytic material by FDM.
Future prospects
3D printing technologies open new possibilities for tailoring catalytic reactors with different applications in the energy sector, e.g. heterogeneous catalysis for green fuel production, CO 2 capture or gas separation membranes. Although an evident benefit will come from the proper design of structured reactors for improving heat transfer, optimized mass transfer and good reaction performance, the highest impact of the 3D printing technology is expected to come from the direct fabrication of reactors with embedded catalysts and controlled porosity. Therefore, further efforts should be devoted to developing new printable functional composites involving key materials for catalysis together and new strategies to fine-tune the microstructure of the printed objects.
Conclusions
Additive manufacturing or 3D printing technologies offer unique capabilities for the fabrication of improved key devices for the energy and environmental sectors. In particular, the possibility of fine tuning shapes for increasing their exposed active surface is crucial, i.e. for maximizing their specific performance per unit mass and volume. The use of 3D printing technologies for the fabrication of these devices is also of special interest due to the strong manufacturing limitations of typically employed advanced materials such as ceramics or composites. For these materials, 3D printing represents a major breakthrough in shape complexity and great simplification of the design for manufacturing and fabrication processes. However, in order to benefit from the improved performance and the associated reduction of cost and waste material, further work is required to develop multi-material 
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3D printing systems, increase the portfolio of printable advanced materials and test the functionality of the printed pieces and devices.
